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Cosmic Cafe 

"Funky Indian Restaurant/Coffeehouse"

Herbal teas and unique vegetarian entries are not the only reason people

come here;special entertainment includes a drum and dance circle that

draws 30 to 40 participants every Tuesday night. Other events include

meditation, sufi poetry readings and Indian table music. This converted

living room is adorned with a mix of Eastern religious icons and down-

home décor. There are some wonderful options of Indian-style vegetarian

creations, as well as other authentic Indian entries.

 +1 214 521 6157  www.cosmiccafedallas.com/  2912 Oak Lawn Avenue, Dallas TX

 by Resy 

Spiral Diner & Bakery 

"Organic, Vegan Diner"

Spiral Diner is a far cry from the Texas-sized, meat heavy dishes you'll find

all over most of Dallas. This diner specializes in all things vegan, meaning

nothing on the menu is prepared using any meat, meat products or dairy.

Despite the restriction on ingredients, the menu features all kinds of

American and global-inspired items like meatball subs, quesadillas, pastas

and of course salads, amongst many others. Staunch carnivores will even

enjoy their food at Spiral Diner, so there's something for everyone.

 +12149484747  spiraldiner.com/  1101 North Beckley Avenue, Dallas TX

 by Photo: Andreas Praefcke   

Kalachandji's Restaurant and

Palace 

"Outstanding Vegetarian Cuisine"

In a quiet neighborhood just east of downtown Dallas lies one of the best

vegetarian restaurants in the U.S. Each day, Kalachandji's website

updates the menu which features only the freshest in-season ingredients.

Help yourself to the buffet which includes a wonderful array of exotically-

prepared vegetables, rice, a salad bar, and breads. Diners can take

advantage of the cozy dining room, but most prefer the lush patio. With

such an amazing variety so well-prepared, even hardcore carnivores will

leave this place pleasantly full.

 +1 214 821 1048  www.kalachandjis.com/  danny@kalachandjis.com  5430 Gurley Avenue, Dallas

TX
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Gopal Vegetarian Restaurant 

"Meatless Everydays"

Although it may not look like much from the outside, Gopal is a great

option in the Dallas area for delicious, vegetarian Indian food. Gopal's

main specialty is the Thali, which is a kind of variety plate consisting of

several small sides and a main dish. Sample all kinds of traditional

Gurujati dishes, and don't worry the staff is happy to answer any of your

menu questions. In addition to restaurant service, Gopal also provides

catering and tiffin services.

 +1 214 716 0651  newgopal.com/  125 South Central Expressway,

Richardson TX
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